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Abstract- Orthogonal    Frequency   Division Multiplexing(OFDM)  is  a  very  powerful  system  but having  a drawback of 
peak to average power ratio (PAPR), which leads  to a  significant  reduction   in  performance   and  power  efficiency. Tone  
injection (TI)  is a distortion  less  technique  that can reduce PAPR  efficiently  without  incurring  data  rate  loss  or  extra  
side information. However, TI requires an search over all combinations of possible constellation.  Tone injection when 
applied alone results in computational complexity.  This  paper discusses  the  three  suboptimal algorithms  namely  cross  
entropy, tabu  algorithm  and  aggressive  clipping  that  help  in  reducing computational complexity and compares them. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  
 
Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing  (OFDM)  
has been  widely  popular  among  various  wire  line  
and  wireless applications.  It  has  been widely  used  
in  a  variety  of  digital transmissions   including   
digital    video/audio   broadcasting, digital  subscriber  
lines,  and  wireless  local  area  networks because  of  
its  ability  to  cope  with  the  frequency  selective 
fading of  wideband communication with    reasonable 
complexity. The  main advantage of  OFDM  systems  
over single-carrier  modulation  is  that  they  enable  
high-rate  data transmission  and  combat  multipath  
fading by a simple equalization scheme at  the 
receiver. While the main advantage of OFDM  system  
over  multi-carrier  system  is  that  OFDM makes  an  
efficient  use  of  available  bandwidth. Despite many 
advantages of orthogonal frequency division  
multiplexing (OFDM) over  multipath fading, it 
suffers  from  one  severe drawback, large peak-to-
average power ratio (PAPR). To avoid operating the  
transmitter power amplifier with extremely large 
back-offs,  numerous  methods  are  available  that  
trade  off computational complexity, data rate, signal 
power, and bit error rate(BER)  to  reduce high PAPR 
of  transmitted OFDM signal. One class of PAPR 
reduction techniques uses  nonbijective constellations.   
In   a   nonbijective Constellation, N bits   are mapped 
to more than different signal points. Thus, a given set 
of data bits can be mapped to multiple constellation 
points.  
 

Thus, appropriately choosing the suitable    
constellation points  among  the  allowable  set  of  
points,  the  PAPR  can  be significantly reduced 
without a data rate loss or requiring extra side  
information.   
 
One  implementation  of  this  idea  is  tone injection. 
However,  the  TI  technique  requires  solving  a  hard 
integer-programming  problem,  whose  complexity  

grows exponentially  with  the number  of  subcarriers.  
Therefore, suboptimal solutions are typically used 
.Tabu search; cross entropy and clipping projection 
are few suboptiomal algorithm to reduce 
computational complexity.  
 
The outline of the paper is organized as follows. 
Section II describes the general tone injection 
technique for OFDM. Section III introduces the 
proposed TS-TI scheme, cross entropy TI scheme and 
clipping projection based TI. The performance of the 
proposed scheme is evaluated in Section IV and. 
concludes the paper Section V. 
 
II. TONE INJECTION FOR PAPR 

REDUCTION  
 
A.   PAPR Definition  

 
returns the magnitude of and E[・] denotes  the 
expectation  operation.   It   has   been   shown   in   
that      the oversampled  factor L =  4  is  enough  to 
provide  a  sufficiently accurate estimate of the PAPR.  

 B.   Tone Injection  
The goal of tone injection is to send offset/shifted 
symbols 
 
Yk = Xk+ Ck                  K=0 to NL-1              …..(3)  
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in place of the original symbols Xk which yields the 
modified time-domain waveform 

 
The  terms Ck are called the injected tones (since each 
Ck modulates only one   subcarrier) and must be 
chosen to reduce the PAPR  . 
 

 
 
An arbitrary choice of   Ck would make  it hard  to 
recover the underlying symbols  Xk. Therefore, 
consider 

 
Where Mk is the size of the QAM constellation (e.g. 
Mk = 16  for  16-QAM), Dk    is  the minimum inter-
symbol  distance, and ρ≥1  is a real scaling factor. 
By restricting Ck  in this way, the  receiver can  
unambiguously decode a  received  symbol by 
mapping  it  onto  to  the  original constellation by 
performing a simple modulo step on real and 
imaginary part.  
 
III. SUBOPTIMAL ALGORITHM FOR 

TONE INJECTION  
  
      TI using cross entropy   
   

The CE method is an iterative algorithm for 
combinatorial optimization.  The basic  steps  for  
each  iteration  consist  of generating  a  random  
sample  according  to  a  probability distribution and 
then updating the parameters of the probability 
distribution to  produce  better  samples  in  the  next  
iteration. Next, we elaborate the step-by-step 
procedure of the proposed  

 

 

Where  the  indicator  function  Im={0,1}  shows 
whether the kth input symbol  is chosen  to be shifted  
to  its   equivalent constellation or not.  

 
3.  Calculate  the   fitness  function   to  obtain   the  

set  of  the performance value and rank them in 
ascending order.   

4. Use the same samples for calculating parameter 
pt according to  

 

 
 
6.If the stopping criterion is not reached, then set 
t=t+1 and go back  to Step  2. Here,  the  stopping 
criterion  is  the  predefined number of iterations.  

  
     TI using tabu algorithm   

Tabu  search  is  a  high-level  procedure which  can  
be  used for  solving many combinatorial optimization 
problems;  it  uses information  from  the  search  
history to  drive  the  search  into regions  that  might  
have  better  solutions.  Intensification  and 
diversification  strategies  are  thus  two  highly 
important elements  of  the  tabu  search.  The  former  
encourages  more extensive search near good visited 
solutions, whereas the latter redirect the search to 
unvisited regions of the solution space. In principle, 
the  tabu  search  algorithm iterates  between  two 
phases:  

• generating acceptance set beyond the tabu list;  
•  updating  the  tabu  list  so  as  to  select  the  

admissible solution.  
Note  that  the search starts with an empty tabu  list 
and  the initial solution  is  randomly generated. After 
each  iteration, the different bit position between the 
previous and current solution is recorded in the tabu 
list and it will not be flipped in the next iterations. 
Since all adjacent moves are allowed, the role of this 
tabu  list  is  to  avoid  possible  cycles  of  visited  
solutions. 
 
Following are the steps involved in tabu search 
algorithm  

1. Initialize a tabu list as L(B)=$.  
2. Select a vector b to create a cross vector b'.  
3.Calculate  best=arg min{f(b), f(b')}  
4.  Create  a  acceptance  set  A=N(b).N(b)  

contains  all  feasible solutions  that  can  be  achieved  
from  b  with  one       bit  flip.  
 
Elements of N(b) should not belong to L(B)  

5. Calculate best=argminf (b)  
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6. If f(b)<f(best) then best=b  
 
7. Update tabu list  
 
8. Check the condition  
 
If satisfied end the procedure  
 
If not then go to step 3  
  

     TI using aggressive clipping  
In aggressive clipping, our goal is to achieve 
extension vectors for tone injection. This is done by 
the way of clipping.  
 
In  this  algorithm  clipped  part  is  found  and  then  
FFT  is performed  on  this  clipped  part,  the  
resultant  sequence  that  is obtained by the way of 
FFT is used to obtain Ck by extending the points in  
the original constellation. That is, by referencing the 
clipped sequence, constellation points are extended in 
order to get Ck similar to clipped sequence.  
 
Following are the steps involved in aggressive 
clipping algorithm  

1. Starting with the data symbols in Xk  in a given 
block, apply an IFFT to obtain x.  

2. Clip all |x[n]| ≥ A in magnitude to get  
 

 
 
IV. SIMULATION RESULT  
 
Following is TI using cross entropy in comparison 
with SLM   

 
Average  PAPR  reduction  comparison  of  the  CE-
TI  and Parallel TS-TI 
 

 
PAPR results of the TI-AC method 

 
 
CONCLUSION: 
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2.  This  letter  presents  a CE-based TI  scheme  
that  is  used  to reduce  computational  complexity  
and  improve  PAPR performance  for  OFDM  
signals.  This  paper  also  show  the Simulation  
results  that  illustrates  the  performance  of  the 
proposed  CE-based  TI  scheme,  that  not  only  
achieves significant  PAPR  reduction  but  also  
enjoys  complexity advantages.  

 
3. This paper presents a parallel tabu search-based 

TI scheme for reducing    computational complexity 
and improving PAPR performance of OFDM signals.  
Simulation  results  shows  that the  analyzed  scheme  
achieves a  significant  PAPR  reduction performance 
with low complexity.  

 
4.  The  TI-AC  algorithm  offers  efficient  PAPR  

reduction  by generalizing the  tone-injection method  
for  complex-baseband channels. TI-AC method can 
offer considerable hardware and power savings, 
particularly for systems with a small number of 
broadcast  transmitters.  TI-AC  is  very  well  suited  
for  all constellation  sizes,  thereby  making  TI-AC  a  
superb  PAPR- reduction solution for commercial 
Applications.  
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